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Abstract
The modulated optical responses of InGaNAs/GaAs quantum well structures were characterized by photoreﬂectance spectroscopy.
The quantum well excitonic interband transitions were observed in the spectral range above hn ¼ Eg (InGaNAs). When the InGaNAs
well is sandwiched in between GaNAs strain relief buffer layers, the quantum conﬁnement potential becomes one step wider and
increases the number of quantum states in the system. The quantum well subband energies and wave functions were calculated
numerically to compare with the major optical features. The modulated optical responses are enhanced, especially for those quantum
states with wave function extending into GaNAs and GaAs barriers where interface space charges induce strong internal ﬁeld and
enhance the electro-modulation efﬁciency.
r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The band gap of nitrogen containing III–V alloys like
GaInNAs and GaNAs can be reduced by small amount of
nitrogen content. These alloys have drawn considerable
attention recently because of their interesting physical
properties and a wide range of possible optoelectronic
applications [1–3]. Many imaginative band gap and strain
engineering designs are proposed since the demonstration of
laser diodes based on InGaNAs quantum well (QW)
structures. Because In and N not only reduce the band
gap of GaAs but also have opposite effect on the lattice
constant, considerable ﬂexibility may be achieved. As a
matter of fact, adding nitrogen into the compressively
strained InGaAs/GaAs QW can reduce the strain, lower the
band gap, and increase the conduction band offset. But the
optical quality of the material may be deteriorated
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signiﬁcantly and the threshold current density will be
increased with increasing N mole fraction. For better
performance of InGaNAs/GaAs QW lasers, the nitrogen
composition of InGaNAs should be very small, and this will
lead to strain increasing for the adequate wavelength [4,5].
Inserting strain compensating buffer layers to the InGaNAs/
GaAs QW structure can extend the emission wavelength and
reduce the average strain of the system [6,7]. However, the
effect of inserting strain compensating GaNAs layers on the
optical properties of InGaNAs/GaAs QW is not well
understood and requires further experimental studies.
In this paper, we studied the effect of GaNAs strain relief
buffer layers on the optical properties of InGaNAs/GaNAs/
GaAs QW structures by photoreﬂectance (PR) spectroscopy. The excitonic interband transitions of the InGaNAs/
GaNAs/GaAs QW systems were observed in the spectral
range above hn ¼ Eg (InGaNAs). The conﬁnement potential
of the system with strain compensating GaNAs barriers is
lowered and broadened, therefore more quantum states and
larger optical transition rates were observed.
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2. Experimental
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The MBE grown InGaNAs/GaAs QW structures consist
of a central In0.3Ga0.7 N0.028As0.972 well of 6 nm, two GaAs
barriers of 120 nm and InGaP cladding layers. The
aluminum-free InGaP cladding layers not only cover the
same range of direct band gap energies as AlGaAs cladding
layers, but also have higher catastrophic optical damage
limit, resistance to dark-line defect propagation, lower
surface recombination currents, and fabrication advantages such as lower growth temperature, negligible surface
oxidation and ease of selecting etching [8,9]. The strain
relief GaN0.035As0.965 buffer layers in between the InGaNAs well and GaAs barriers were 10 nm thick. Samples
were annealed at 700 1C for 20 min under N2 purge. In the
PR experiment, an argon ion laser as the excitation source
provided pumping photons. They generate free electron–
hole pairs to neutralize the space charge in the system,
and thus modulate the internal ﬁeld strength. The probe
light was provided by a quartz halogen lamp and the
wavelength was selected by the quarter meter monochromator. Using the phase lock-in technique, the electromodulated optical responses of the excitonic transition
between the QW conﬁned hole states and electron states
were ampliﬁed.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of PR spectra at 300 K: (a) from the InGaNAs/GaAs
QW and (b) from that with 10 nm GaNAs strain compensating buffer
layers. FKO features above the band gap energy of GaAs are reduced for
clear viewing of QW transitions. Vertical bars and Hn’s indicate expected
transitions involving the nth heavy hole and electron subbands.

3. Results and discussions
The PR spectrum of the InGaNAs/GaAs QW and the
spectrum of the system with 10 nm strain compensating
GaNAs barriers at 300 K are compared in Fig. 1. Pumping
photons induced modulation of the internal electric ﬁeld
produces two types of electro-modulated line shape. When
the internal electric ﬁeld is strong, the band edge transition
will exhibit Franz–Keldysh oscillation (FKO) features
above the band gap energy [10,11]. When the internal
electric ﬁeld is weak, the modulated optical responses will
be the derivative like line shape [12,13]. The FKO features
above the band gap energy of GaAs were comparatively
strong, and were reduced for clear viewing of the
derivative-like QW transitions in Fig. 1.
Due to the quantum conﬁnement enhancement, the
excitonic interband transitions of the InGaNAs/GaAs QW
systems are clearly resolved. Vertical bars in Fig. 1 indicate
where QW transitions are expected. Since the conﬁnement
potential of the system with strain compensating GaNAs
barriers is wider and lower, more quantum states and thus
more spectral features are observed, and they are also red
shifted. When the photon energy is below and near the
band edge of the GaNAs and GaAs barriers, near edge
resonance features are observed in the spectra in Fig. 1.
A matrix transfer algorithm [14] was used to calculate
the InGaNAs/GaNAs/GaAs QW subband energies numerically. The wave functions of the jth layer may be
described by
jj ðzÞ ¼ Aj epj ðzÞ þ Bj epj ðzÞ ,

where Aj and Bj are probability amplitudes and pj are phase
factors in the jth layers. Express the boundary conditions in
the matrix form, and then the amplitudes of the top and the
bottom barriers are related by
"
#
" # "
#" #
A0
AN
A0
a11 a12
¼ M N M N1    M 1 M 0
¼
.
BN
B0
a21 a22
B0
For bound states, their amplitudes should converge
outside the QW region and both A0 and BN should be zero.
Varying the energy in the QW numerically, energies that
make the matrix element a22 ¼ 0 will be eigenenergies. The
norm of a22 versus the electron energy of the InGaNAs/
GaAs QW with 10 nm GaNAs buffer layers is plotted in
Fig. 2. When the energy equals one of the subband energies
exactly, a22 would be zero. The subband energies correspond to the optical features indicated in Fig. 1(b).
Interband transitions involving the quantum-conﬁned
states of the InGaNAs/GaAs QW with and without strain
compensating GaNAs barriers at 300 K are labeled in
Fig. 1. The symbol H1 indicates the optical transitions
involving the ground states of electron and heavy hole, and
H2 indicates those involving the ﬁrst excited states and so
on. There are three electronic states conﬁned in the
InGaNAs/GaAs QW, and more quantum states in the
system with 10 nm GaNAs buffer layers as observed in the
spectra in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. Theoretical
studies have suggested that in the InGaNAs, the interaction between the nitrogen energy level and the conduction
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Fig. 2. The fourth matrix element a22 versus electron energy of the
InGaNAs/GaAs QW with 10 nm GaNAs buffer layers. Each minimum
should be zero at the exact electron eigenenergy.

E1

band edge accounts for the compositional dependence of
the electronic parameters [15–17]. The band gap energies
and electron effective masses from the BAC model [18,19]
were the starting values in the calculation. For evaluating
the InGaNAs/GaAs QW transition energies at 300 K, the
InGaNAs band gap energy was 0.86 eV with a conduction
band offset of Qc ¼ 0.8. The InGaNAs electron and heavy
hole effective masses were 0.11me and 0.36me, respectively.
For those with GaNAs buffer layers, the band alignments
were modiﬁed by the GaNAs band gap energy of 1.15 eV
with a small, about 10%, valence band offset. The GaNAs
electron and heavy hole effective masses were 0.12me and
0.45me, respectively. The low energy transitions, H1–H6, in
Fig. 1(b) are spectral signatures due to the inserting of
GaNAs buffer layers, and depend weakly on the small
perturbation of the GaNAs valence band due to nitrogen.
Changing the sign or reducing the value of the GaNAs
valence band offset inﬂuence the energy states near the
GaAs band edge, and the effects are not clearly resolved
because these weak transitions merge with the strong GaAs
band edge transition.
Fig. 3 summarizes the electron probability amplitude
distributions of the QW with no GaNAs buffer layers.
The electron wave functions of the lowest two states
are mostly conﬁned in the narrow InGaNAs well region,
and the optical responses are weak as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The electron wave function of the third state has peaks
near the InGaNAs/GaNAs interfaces and extends more
into the GaAs region. The electro-modulation efﬁciency is
strongly enhanced by the accumulation of space chargeinduced internal electric ﬁelds near the GaAs/InGaP
interface [20]. Therefore, the near-GaAs band edge
transitions, H3 in Fig. 1(a) and H8 in Fig. 1(b), are
comparatively strong. For the QW with 10 nm GaNAs
buffer layers, electron wave functions of the lowest two
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Fig. 3. The probability amplitudes of the electron states in InGaNAs/
GaAs QW. The electron wave function of the third electronic state has
peaks near the InGaNAs/GaAs interface, penetrates further into the GaAs
barriers and enhances the H3 transition in Fig. 1(a).

states are mostly conﬁned in the narrow InGaNAs well
region as shown in Fig. 4, and the modulated optical
responses are weak as shown in Fig. 1(b). The electron
wave functions of the third and the fourth states leak out of
InGaNAs well and have a peak in the wider GaNAs buffer
region as shown in Fig. 4. For these two states, the electromodulation efﬁciencies are enhanced by the space charges
near the GaNAs/GaAs interfaces and correspond to the
H3 and H4 transitions in Fig. 1(b).
4. Conclusion
We have investigated InGaNAs/GaAs and InGaNAs/
GaNAs/GaAs QW structures with InGaP cladding layers
by PR spectroscopy. The excitonic interband transitions of
the InGaNAs/GaNAs/GaAs QW systems were observed in
the spectral range above hn ¼ Eg (InGaNAs). The conﬁnement potential of the system with strain compensating
GaNAs barriers is one step wider; therefore, more
quantum states and larger optical transition rates were
observed. A matrix transfer algorithm was used to
calculate the QW subband energies numerically. Band
gap energies and effective masses were adopted from the
band anti-crossing model and adjusted to obtain the
subband energies to compare with the observed optical
transitions. The PR spectral feature below and near the
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Fig. 4. The probability amplitudes of the electron states in InGaNAs/
GaAs QW with 10 nm GaNAs buffer. The electron wave functions of the
third and the fourth states have peaks in the GaNAs buffer layers and
enhance the H3 and H4 optical transitions in Fig. 1(b).

band edges of GaNAs buffer and GaAs barriers are
enhanced by the electro-modulation due to the internal
ﬁeld near the GaNAs/GaAs and GaAs/InGaP interfaces.
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